Simplify your FTTx Deployment with Cost Effective Solutions

Meet our new line up of accessible fiber drop closures

DTC (Drop Termination Closure)

**COYOTE® DTC2**
- Supports a range of applications including fusion or mechanical splice, repair and duct, providing complete intermateability

**COYOTE® DTC4 and DTC6**
- Supports fusion splicing and pre-connectorized applications in duct, blown and pushable paths
- Pole or wall mount

**COYOTE® DTC8**
- Flexible fiber management system for aerial, below grade pole mount and enterprise installations
- Compact and flexible

Variety of Installation Environments:
Multi-Dwelling • Hand Hole • Interior/Exterior Enterprise

ATC (Aerial Terminal Closure)

**COYOTE® ATC**
- Unique dual chamber design with independent access to the splice/ slack storage chamber and to the drop connection chamber
- Ideal for pre-connectorized drop applications
- Technician friendly
- Reenterable